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About This Game

MadOut is a combat race.

Wrecked cars making jumps over bumps and potholes, not always fitting into corners, they are driving at maximum speeds with
only one goal in mind - to be the first on the finish line. Win the race. Be better than rivals in every way. Take the main prize!

Unlike the other games, where you can only knock your rival off the track, this game will allow you creatively get rid of rivals.
How about to smash cars? You can do that! Get rid off the rivals with missiles and mines or knock them off the road with your
car. Put the fear in them! Do whatever you want - there are no rules except The desire to win. Ability to upgrade your car and

the car's weapons like never before. Physics from the real world - you can even feel the weight of a car.

* 15 different cars, from sports cars to 6 wheeled suv
* Many traks More than 50 unique tracks, city skyscrapers. scorched desert

* Different weather - bright sunny day, dark night with a thick fog
* Smart Ai The opponents on the track will not give you relax - they also tends to be the first!

* Physics of cars - a very well established, "not a simulator," just a very nice thing to play with!
* Destroy the world - destroy poles, trees, fences!

* Weapons - rockets, machine guns and mines
* Race Levels created specifically for racing games, smooth turns and a full understanding of where to go!

* Bonuses on track - Health, Armor, Azot, Weapons!
* Excellent special effects explosions, smoke from under the wheels, the light from the headlights with shadows!

* Realistic destruction glass and doors will be on the ground after the first rocket!
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Title: MadOut
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Nuligine
Publisher:
Nuligine
Release Date: 6 Jun, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7 or Window 8

Processor: Intel® Pentium Dual Core 1.5GHz or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9600 GT or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: OpenGL version 1.2

English,Russian
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am started game of thrones map, can follow the developments here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smsdK5ug8YE
finished in sourth if u help pls pm me. Just too much randomness in everything. Quite boring actually. All you do is wait for the
villagers to bump into each other to produce or reproduce. However all they're doing is just randomly moving around on the
map like ping pong balls boucing off objects. Exactly as the video shows.

15 minutes of gameplay was too much.. This game is awesome and also addictive.
Thumbs up for the quality and strategy how this game was made.
What is cool:
- graphics are nice for this type of game
- space ship and destroy enemies -- this is pretty awesome
- is addictive -- I wanted to become stronger and stronger

Ideas - what to change:
- more maps
- more upgrade levels
- add more weapon types
- better graphics at upgrades: maybe showing a skill tree
I would play this game: YES / Definitely /Of course
Good job for the developers. Don't stop working and adding new items.. A facebook game wihtout facebook.
Fun, relaxing series of minigames and time management. I suck at it, but it was a decent distraction for a while.
Best of all, it's a facebook game wihtOUT facebook involved, so, big stars for that.. I got this DLC in the complete pack. All off
them suffer from the same flaws so this review is copied to all of them.

Now. The skins and weapons are totally fine. The problem here is the extreme pricing and the fact that this game has a modding
community with better, free, stuff. They even admit that a lot of this is made by said community. I as a console peasant and a
sucker did not get this simple fact and pronounced \u201cYes! I do want to pay more!\u201d.

Don\u2019t be like me. Don\u2019t suck, blow\u2026 wait, what?. After some time of playing I like to edit my review but I
still recommend this game and even more than before. If you like WW2 or naval battles than you will like this game very much
too.
It lets you pick one of 5 ship classes. Each gets its advantages and disadvantages. Each is very easy to master (if you understand
its purpose) and all classes, nations and tiers are very well balanced (can say that up to T5).
This game is the best marriage between Arcade and Simulation I saw before. Easy controls, very simple gameplay. Yet you can
be great in shooting guns or salvo torpedoes but if you don't think you get sunk by others who do.
The business model is very cheap comparing the other "free to play" games. Basically, when you create an account and try it,
you get 14 days VIP for free if you are active. This is two weeks you can decide to stay with the game or not. It's not P2W
system at all. And great idea is that you can purchase VIP not only for time but also for number of battles, which suits me
because I can't play regularly.
The main con is now number of servers\/players. Currently there is only North American server. Even I don't have any problem
to play there from Europe it's the number of people online. And to be honest I don't understand this. This game is similar and in
many ways much better then it's competition. It has very positive reviews. And I'm also writing this because I don't truly
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understand: "Why people aren't here, trying to sunk me". This game is actually ♥♥♥♥ing♥♥♥♥♥♥ I have no more to say..
Level 12 sucks.

I have replayed level 12 over a dozen time annd am still unable to proceed past this level!

If there was an undo option, it might help, buut doubt it!. For the small amount of time I played I know the final product will be
amazing, I know this game developper and his two previous games are very successful, he will not fail. I had depression feelings
from the game introduction it is a very dark world I do not want to spoil, I like the oldschool aspect of this game and that there
is not much hand holding or none at all, you're on your own. This is early access and things will get even better, keep in mind
there is not much/many time of gameplay already but If you want to support a good game and good developper you should, he
will create something unique and deliver
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Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10.
Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10.
Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10.
Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10.
Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10.
Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10.
Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10.
Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. I ate
a ton of food and got hit in the head with coconuts. I refunded the game after 6 minutes of playtime.. Big Improvement over the
original bridge constructor wich was already a fun game.. adding the sunt driving to the new version just made it Epic... very fun
for a cheap game from a bundle please keep up the great work Developers.. Edited 2017-01-26 Okay, the developer is very
active on the forums, and notices reviews and issues. They've already (after just around one day since my complaint and
sugggestion) added a follow mouse option to the settings and also changed the default set-up. You have to re-set back to
"default" controls to get the new settings, but they took the complaints in stride and pushed out quick fixes to these things
because their customers had issues with them. Now you can enable that option to "face mouse" and you will still move
forward/back with w and s (or whatever the new default keys are) but the characters automatically turn to face the mouse
pointer. It's much, much better. Not perfect, but a vast improvement.

Edit to add: Another +1 for pushing out such a quick control scheme change to deal with a few complaints, though. I'm sure it
will be better than it was.

*Additional edit 2017-01-26 Dead Drop Studios made another change to the control scheme already. Kudos on quick reaction
time to customer complaints. Other indie developers could learn a lot from you, while you may have a vision, your customers
may not share that vision. Thank you for not just hearing us, but listening and, as hard as it might be, changing your vision just
enough to accommodate your customers.

Despite the developer replies, and recent control changes, I still feel the game would be better with "normal" controls versus
"tank" style. Make turning take time, sure, but not with the current control scheme. To this end I really would like to see the
controller ...er... controls change slightly. Turn left/right and walk forward/back is clunky and feels strange. Maybe just have the
character turn and walk toward wherever you're pointing the stick, and only spin in place while aim mode is active. I think that
would make the controls feel a lot better, but with a few tweaks to the control scheme the keyboard/mouse combo seems to
work fairly well now. I need to bind actions to mouse buttons to enhance gameplay, though. It still feels clunky.

As the controls were my main issue, and even though the game still has some things I consider to be problems including the
controller controls, I am now recommending you give this a shot. I have another game, a bit similar to this in a few ways, that
could be great, but due to the way the screen is locked in multiplayer, and the steadfast refusal of the devs. to fix it, I could not
recommend that game. This one, simply because the developer is listening to their paying customers, I most certainly can. Ther
are, however, several other comments I need to make.

Inventory - slot system. X number of slots. All items take a slot. So, 4 keys - inventory full. 4 shotguns, inventory full. 4 jars of
first aid stuff - inventory full. Each of these items is a very different size and shape, but each takes up an entire slot. Poorly
conceived. Perhaps a "small item" slot making keys and other tiny things stack-able, plus 4 slots for anything larger. I get what
they were going for, but it doesn't work. One character has 6 slots as his "perk". 6 feels sufficient, or better, but it's still odd for
tiny items to take an entire slot where you can also fit a semi-automatic 6-round grenade launcher.

Instant "barricades". You can, literally, make a barricade appear out of nowhere. Then a countdown starts until you can re-
barricade. I don't like this "feature. Make objects like desks and chairs move-able, let me knock over a vending machine or
something in the environment instead of pulling objects out of thin air. Did I mention I don't like this? I really don't.

Screen "overlay". There's some kind of haze on the screen 100% of the time. It detracts from the game. If it existed only in
ceratin places where it was hard to see, I'd be happy with it, but it's always there. I also don't like this.

Edit: Okay, +1 for quick dev. replies, and an answer to the reload issue that I'd brought up before I edited the review. Turns out
it's not an issue. I was completely unaware of a way to quick reload without going into the inventory. The tutorial either didn't
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mention it, or I didn't notice which would mean the tutorial failed to teach me that function. Either way, I'm glad this was not
completely overlooked. You can re-load while aiming without going into your inventory to combine the weapon and ammo.

Edit to add: I disagree completely with the inventory comments made by DDS on this review, having a KEY take up the same
space as a SHOTGUN does not ratchet up the tension, it's annoying and makes no sense. Give items weight, or a value based on
size/weight and let that dictate how much you can carry. I can't fathom how it's even remotely possible that carrying FOUR
KEYS takes up the same inventory space as a shotgun, a pistol, a grenade launcher and a combat knife. Unless those are some
huge keys. But they're not. As for barricade and "dirty lens" effect. I don't like 'em, but I doubt it's going to change.

A small change I'd like to see is hitting the open inventory screen button while it's already open could close it again, instead of
having to click exit, or hit the ESC key. Yeah, it's a minor thing, but it shouldn't be hard to implement.

I also must ask a question. What's the point of walking slowly if there's no energy system and my character never tires? I'd love
to be able to "always run" or toggle run/walk. Holding a key CONSTANTLY while playing just to run all the time, when I'm
always going to run without execption, is annoying. I almost want to stick the run key down with glue....

Despite my complaints changes were made to the game and I can now recommend you try the game if you like this genre at all.
It's not perfect, but with an active developer who listens to his customers and quickly implements fixes to make them happy I
think they deserve a shot. Plus, the game's fairly cheap and has co-op multiplayer, two big plusses.

p.s. I've edited, and re-edited this a few times. Hopefully it all makes sense. :). While the new class and race is enjoyable, be
warned that Kineticist is without many of it\u00b4s possible class choices such as being only able to choose between Air, Earth,
Fire and Water Elements, as well as having quite a few less infusions and wild talents to choose from.
The class is still fun to play, but it is not what I had hoped for.
Tieflings are Tieflings and have lots of heritage choices for fun and profit. They alone would be worth buying this DLC.
The Class is just icing on the cake.. its berserk with tomatoes - ign 2017. This is more than fair, and I'd like to support those
guys.. Short game but a wonder for the eyes.. Rather repetitive. Once you grasp the basics, you find that there's nothing beyond
'basics' at all, but ton of micromanaging the same dogfights.

Lack of depth and gameplay development makes various UI bugs, random peaks in difficulty and localization problems fade in
comparison.

Would be pretty nice for early access alpha build though.. This little game has the sense of an adventure like game from the
platformer genre. This game is the free "demo" version of the already released scrap garden game. For this being a free game,
this game has a pretty interesting story for only having around 1-2 hours of gameplay. It also supports achievements for it being
a bonus. I truely recommend this game to those who enjoys a top down platformer or any playformer type games, with an
interesting story. 7.5/10
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